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Abstract
This report addresses the conversion of bays of nonductile reinforced concrete (RC) frames into
earthquake-resistant flexure-dominated RC walls, not thicker than the frame members and having
behaviour and properties as close as possible to a monolithic RC wall. First, a thorough overview of
past monotonic or cyclic test results of such composite walls and of companion monolithic
specimens is undertaken; the yield resistance of these specimens (as controlled by flexure or shear),
their pre-yield stiffness and their deformation capacity (as governed by flexure or shear) are
compared to the values expected for monolithic of the same geometry and materials, to draw
conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the connection between the new web and the
surrounding frame members. Unfortunately almost all past tests are on relatively squat specimens,
with large effect of shear on the behaviour and failure mode. Next, design procedures are proposed
for the new web and its design shear force - as controlled by yielding of the composite wall at the
base or by uplifting of the wall footing from the ground. It is proposed to connect the new web to
the surrounding frame members through dowels, which are also lap-spliced (be it unconventionally)
with the small-diameter two-way web bars to anchor them into the frame. Design procedure are
proposed for this connection, as well as for the more costly and labour-intensive orthodox solution
where the small-diameter web bars are anchored into the frame through dedicated same-diameter
starter bars epoxy-grouted into the frame members. Pseudo-dynamic tests on three 3:4 scale, 4storey frames converted into slender walls are used to study the effectiveness of both the costly
orthodox and the cost-effective unconventional connection, and to derive/validate simple
procedures for the estimation of the effective storey stiffness, strength and deformation capacity of
the composite wall. Simple, albeit general, rules are derived for the determination of these
properties. They are confirmed through numerical simulations of the nonlinear response of the three
wall specimens modelled in this way and comparisons with the experimental measurements.
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Introduction

Adding concrete walls is one of the most popular and effective techniques for seismic retrofitting of
RC buildings. The new walls control the seismic lateral drifts and reduce the seismic damage to the
frames and to non-structural elements. They should be dimensioned and detailed to be critical in
flexure, not in shear, and to develop a flexural plastic hinge at the base. A simple and very costeffective way to add new walls is by infilling with RC strategic bays of the existing frame,
especially at the perimeter. If a new wall takes up the full bay, it can incorporate the beams and both
its columns (as boundary elements). Then only the web of the wall is totally new. It should be
fastened to the existing beams and columns all around the infilled panel through special connectors.
The fastening of these connectors to the existing members and their embedment into the new
concrete should be capable of fully transferring the web shear and the tensile capacity of the web
reinforcement to the frame members. Poor detailing and lack of a proper load-path between the old
members and the new parts of the wall may lead to reduced ductility or brittle failure of web panels.
Moreover, if there is no integral connection between the existing and the new parts, the seismic
behaviour is uncertain and the reliability of modelling and verification of the wall as a single,
integral element is questionable.
For integral behaviour, the new wall is normally chosen thick enough to encapsulate the
existing beams and columns. The new reinforcement is placed outside these old members and
detailed as in a new wall. Holes and slots should be drilled through the slab, for the new vertical
bars to pass from one storey to the next and for the concrete to be cast from the top. The concrete
that fills the slots plays the role of shear keys between the new wall and the slab. For fully integral
behaviour epoxy-grouted dowels should be placed throughout the interface of the old concrete and
the new. Even when it does not encapsulate the existing beams, the new wall often does encapsulate
the columns, in order to provide the lacking confinement, especially if they have short lap splices.
Last, but not least, full encapsulation and reliance on new reinforcement placed outside the old
members and detailed as in a new wall, allows to conveniently consider in analysis and verifications
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the resulting composite member as a monolithic new wall.
A new wall that encapsulates beams and columns of the frame may end up much stronger than
needed for the retrofitting of the building as a whole. This overstrength may not be fully used, if its
connections to the floor slabs are the weak links (a distinct possibility if the new wall is at the
perimeter), or if its foundation cannot transfer to the ground the large moment resistance of the wall
base because it uplifts from the ground and rocks during the earthquake. To reduce this overstrength
and avoid piercing through the slabs for continuity of the new concrete and the vertical
reinforcement across floors, the new web may be chosen not thicker than the beams and the frame
columns. As a matter of fact, this is the approach proposed and investigated herein. The connection
of such a new web to the beams and the columns is more critical than when these members are fully
encapsulated. Even with very good shear connection, integral behaviour of the old and the new
cannot be taken for granted and the force and moment resistance or the deformation capacity of the
system cannot be quantified with certainty. The aim of this work is to study this aspect in more
detail and promote a connection that achieves or approaches ideally monolithic macroscopic
behaviour even when the new web is not thicker than the surrounding frame members. Such an
effective connection would allow to:
- to exploit the materials in the existing frame and the new web to their full capacity, for
maximum cost-effectiveness, and
- to apply in seismic analysis and design of structures retrofitted by RC-infilling of selected frame
bays the simple and well-established expressions for the effective stiffness, moment and shear
resistance and cyclic deformation capacity of monolithic walls, avoiding the uncertainty
associated with the use of still untested approaches that attempt to account in an approximate or
a complex way for the composite nature of the RC-infilled frames and for separation and/or
slippage at the interfaces between the old and the added concrete.

2
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Overview and analysis of past experimental work

Although the common field practice is to have the new wall encapsulate the beams and columns of
the frame, experimental work so far on RC frames converted into walls through infilling with RC
has been limited to specimens with new webs thinner than the surrounding beams or columns, and
indeed normally much thinner (possibly owing to the technical limitations of testing walls of very
large shear force resistance). Past experimental research, reviewed below, has been carried out in
Japan, Turkey and the US.
The technique has been extensively researched in Japan since the 1970s. Important
experimental campaigns are reviewed below. Unless noted here otherwise, the tests were quasistatic cyclic, on single-storey, single-bay scaled models.
•

The specimens in (Sugano and Fujimura, 1980) were at a scale of 1:3 and had RC infill
thickness 40% of that of the columns or 53% of the beam’s. There was a companion monolithic
specimen, with the web infill cast together with the frame. One infilled specimen used as
connection adhesive-grouted dowels with short extension into the infill panel; another employed
mechanical shear keys; in a third an existing thin web had its thickness doubled without direct
connection of the new part to the frame members. The three specimens were found to have
lower resistance but higher ultimate deformation than the monolithic ones in that order, but as
failure was in (sliding) shear, that deformation capacity was anyway very low.

•

The two specimens in (Ohki and Bessho, 1980) had a scale of 1:2 and RC infill thickness 37.5%
of the columns’ but 75% of the beam’s. They used at the interface special very ductile and long
mechanical anchors, which apparently did not contribute much to the flexural capacity. So, the
behaviour of the two specimens was dominated by flexure and sustained a very large
deformation, much larger than expected, or that under which the companion monolithic
specimen failed – albeit at a significantly higher force resistance.

•

Four specimens with RC infill thickness 37.5% of that of the frame members were compared in
(Hayashi et al, 1980) to a monolithic companion. One infilled specimen employed just concrete
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shear keys at the interface, while long undercut anchors were used in the three others: in two of
them all around the panel – and in one combined with roughening except under the beam; in the
third only at the underside of the beam with roughening alone of the three other interfaces. All
four failed by sliding shear at a much lower force than the monolithic companion and indeed
also at a lower (and quite low) deformation.
•

In (Higashi et al, 1980) one 1:3 scale specimen with RC infill thickness 37.5% of that of the
frame members and mechanical anchors all-along the perimeter was contrasted to a monolithic
companion. It had about 60% of its shear resistance and about the same shear-controlled
deformation capacity.

•

The six 1:3 scale RC-infilled specimens in (Aoyama et al, 1984, 1985) were compared to three
monolithic ones. The web, at 50% of the column thickness, was connected to the frame via long
mechanical anchors in one specimen or adhesive one in the rest. All specimens failed in shear:
the monolithic after flexural yielding, the composite ones often with sliding. The RC-infilled
specimens had markedly less force resistance than the monolithic, but their ultimate
deformation – often reached in a monotonic excursion after the cycling – was several times
higher.

•

The 1:7 scale, 3-storey, single-bay frame in (Higashi et al, 1984) had RC infill half as thick as
the columns, using for connection mechanical anchors at top and bottom of each panel and
expansive mortar along the lateral sides. Thanks to its higher aspect ratio, both the RC-infilled
specimen and its monolithic counterpart failed in flexure, at about the same force resistance and
ultimate deformation – reached in a monotonic excursion after the cycling.

More cyclic tests in Japan (Higashibata et al 1978, Kato et al 1984, Shiohara et al 1984, Tanaka
et al 1984, Mashuo et al 1998, Takeyama et al 1998, Sugimoto et al 1999, Kanata et al 2005) are
highlighted in (JCI, 2007). They concern a total of 27 single-storey, single-bay specimens at a scale
of 1:3 to 1:4, with companion monolithic specimens (where the frame and the web infill were cast
4

together as an integral wall). The thickness of the RC infill was from 25% to 60% (43% on average)
of the width of the frame members. Failure was always brittle and in shear, sometimes by sliding at
the interface. In 23 specimens the infill was connected to the surrounding frame either through
epoxy-grouted dowels (17 specimens, giving on average a shear resistance of 87% that of the
monolithic specimen and an ultimate deformation on average 55% larger), or mechanically (via
shear keys, dowels without epoxy etc., 6 specimens in total, with a shear resistance 80% that of the
integral specimen on average, and an ultimate deformation by 115% larger on average). So, the
deformable connection gave slightly less strength but a much larger ultimate deformation. However,
in absolute terms this ultimate deformation was very low, as the specimens always failed in shear,
well before flexural yielding. Four other specimens already had a thin web, whose thickness was
increased by 100% or 150% without direct connection of the new part to the frame members. Their
shear resistance was 92% of that of the monolithic specimen on average, and their ultimate
deformation on average 13% less.
A large number of scaled specimens have been cyclically tested in Turkey:
•

The specimens of (Teymur et al 2008, Anil and Altin 2007) had one storey and one bay, scale
1:2 or 1:3 and RC infill thickness 25% or 33% that of the frame members. The RC infill in (Anil
and Altin 2007) was connected all around its perimeter to the surrounding frame through dowels
extending well into the RC infill panel, while in (Teymur et al 2008) this type of connection was
applied only at top and bottom and a sizeable gap was left between the infill and the columns.
These specimens failed in shear at a fairly low ultimate deformation, before yielding in flexure.

•

The tests in (Altin et al 1992, Turk et al 2003, Sonuvar et al 2004, Kara and Altin 2006, or Altin
et al 2008), were of the two-storey, one-bay type, at a scale of 1:3 and with infill wall thickness
one-third or 40% that of the surrounding frame members. The RC infill was in general
connected all around its perimeter to the surrounding frame through dowels extending well into
the RC infill panel, but one specimen in (Altin et al 1992) had simple contact without positive
connection. (Altin et al 1992) also tested specimens with horizontal and sometimes also vertical
5

bars of the RC infill welded to those in the frame members, in lieu of doweling. Only (Altin et
al 1992) had tested monolithic companion specimens, but not exactly similar to the infilled
ones. All these two-storey specimens failed either in shear or in a combination of shear and
flexure before reaching their moment resistance at deformations normally less – sometimes
much less – than expected or inferred from monolithic specimens. The specimen in (Altin et al
1992) with simple contact of the RC infill to the surrounding frame had much lower force
resistance than companion specimens with positive connection.
•

Two-storey, three-bay, 1:3 scale frames were tested by (Canbay et al 2003) and (Erdem et al
2006), with the middle bay infilled with a RC web of thickness equal to 63% of the width of the
frame members. Epoxy grouted dowels, extending well into the RC infill panel, were used for
the connection. Despite the rather low shear span ratio of the wall, the failure mode was
dominated by flexure. The ultimate deformations were less, but not much less, than what
expected from a monolithic wall specimen.

More recent test series in Turkey (e.g., Baran and Tankut, 2011) used precast elements for the
infilling.
Past experimental work in the US is limited, focusing mainly on walls with web of precast
elements of various sizes.
•

For instance, (Frosch et al, 1996) subjected to static cyclic testing a 2:3 scale, two-storey, onebay frame, infilled with precast panels with thickness one-half of the columns’ and threequarters of the beam’s width at the 1st storey, or one-third and one-half of those widths,
respectively, at the 2nd. Short steel pipes embedded in the surrounding frame members crossed
the interface into the joints between panels to act as dowels; they also allowed the two-way
reinforcement of the infill, also placed in the joints between panels, to run continuously from
storey-to-storey or be anchored in the columns. Failure was controlled by shear and took place
at fairly low peak deformations, although a large part of them was recovered thanks to posttensioned vertical cables placed external to the frame near the existing columns.
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•

Exceptions to the infilling with precast panels are few single-storey, one-bay frames tested in
(Kahn and Hanson, 1979) or (Pulido et al 2004), as companion to other specimens built with
different materials or techniques. Epoxy grouted dowels connected the frame of these few
specimens to the RC infill panel, extending well into it. The specimen in (Kahn and Hanson,
1979), at 1:2 scale, had wall thickness one-half of the width of the columns or 60% of the
beams. Failure under cyclic loading was in shear, by sliding within a layer of drypack between
the top of the cast-in-place wall panel and the soffit of the beam, which precipitated shear
failures at the top of the columns. Compared to a companion – but not exactly similar –
monolithic specimen it had about 25% less shear resistance and deformation capacity. In the 1:4
scale specimens tested in (Pulido et al, 2004) on a shaking table, the infill wall had thickness
one-half of the width of the frame members. Along three sides it was connected to the
surrounding frame through dowels extending well into the RC infill panel, but a sizeable gap
was left to the beam soffit at the top. This gap proved crucial for the non-integral behaviour and
eventual failure: the leeward column separated from the wall – with dowels pulling out or
rupturing – and the column failed in shear, with the wall almost inert.

•

Notable are the cyclic tests in (Klingner and Bertero 1978, Bertero and Brokken 1983) on 1:3
scale frame specimens, with one-bay and three storeys. They simulated the lower three storeys
in the outer bay of an 11-storey 3-bay frame, by applying tensile and compressive vertical forces
to the top of the columns, proportional to the horizontal forces applied there. Many specimens
were tested, using various infill materials, often different in the three storeys. Materials included
hollow or solid clay bricks, hollow cement blocks with thickness one-third of the width of the
columns or one-half of that of the beams, full-thickness normal-weight or light-weight concrete,
etc. The infill had two-way reinforcement, lapped with dowels epoxy-grouted in the surrounding
frame, or welded-wire fabric anchored to it. Hollows in the blocks were filled with mortar, as
though the infill were of RC with low strength concrete. Despite the reinforcement, the
behaviour was closer to that of an unreinforced masonry-infilled frame: infills separated from
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the frame, a diagonal compression strut formed in most infills, frame members failed in
combined bending (with axial force) and shear.

Experimental values of the yield moment, My, the secant-to-yield-point stiffness (ratio of
horizontal force resultant to the deflection at the point of its application), Kef, the force at the
ultimate deformation (identified with a 20%-drop in lateral force resistance), Vu, and the cyclic
ultimate deformation itself (ultimate deflection of the point of application of the horizontal force
resultant, divided by its distance from the base), θu, from some of the tests highlighted above are
compared in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 to the values predicted with the models in (Biskinis and Fardis,
2010a, 2010b) and (Biskinis et al, 2004) for counterpart monolithic specimens with the same
geometric and material characteristics. As these models – adopted also in the part of Eurocode 8 for
seismic assessment and retrofitting of existing buildings (CEN, 2005) – have been calibrated to a
database of several hundreds of tests, the amount by which the experimental-to-prediction ratio is
less than 1.0 measures, on average, the lack of effectiveness of the connection towards achieving a
composite wall that may be considered as monolithic. Note that there are no cyclic resistance
models for sliding shear yet (or at least, not well-established and widely accepted ones).
Table 2.1 concerns tests where flexure played an important role in the observed behaviour and
the failure mode – often alongside shear; Table 2.2 refers to specimens whose reported behaviour
and failure mode were fully controlled by shear. Only specimens without physical gaps at the
interfaces are included. To provide a measure of the dispersion of reported experimental results
from the model predictions even for monolithic specimens, both tables include also such specimens.
Some explanations are in order, regarding the meaning of divergence of some of the ratios in
the tables from 1.0:
1.

Values of both My,exp/My,pred and θu,exp/θu,,pred around 1.0 imply flexural failure with little
influence of shear.
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2.

If θu,exp/θu,,pred is well below 1.0, then diagonal-tension failure is likely if Vu,exp/VRt,pred is
around 1.0 and Vu,exp/VRc,pred is less than 1.0, or failure by diagonal web crushing for viceversa. If My,exp/My,pred is also around 1.0, such a shear failure has taken place after flexural
yielding and is ductile; if My,exp/My,pred is well below 1.0, shear failure is pre-emptive and
brittle.

3.

A value of My,exp/My,pred well below 1.0 means that the specimen failed in shear before
yielding in flexure. In that case, as Kef,,pred is the secant stiffness to flexural yielding,
Kef,exp/Kef,,pred could well be above 1.0, because Kef,exp may still be high at the time the shear
resistance is exhausted before flexural yielding.

With these qualifications, the averages and medians show that – despite the scatter – the
monolithic specimens in Table 2.1 are indeed flexure-controlled and comply with the model
predictions, but the RC-infilled ones in the same table exhibit a mean drop of about 15% in flexural
resistance or of about 30% in flexure-controlled deformation capacity. By the same token, the
averages and medians in Table 2.2 for shear-critical monolithic specimens are in good agreement
with the shear resistance models, but suggest less deformation capacity than what may be achieved
thanks to flexure alone; they also show that pre-emptive shear failure often prevents such
monolithic specimens from reaching their full flexural force resistance. The averages and medians
for RC-infilled shear-critical specimens in Table 2 suggest a drop of about 10% in shear resistance
due to the connection, but also better exploitation of the ideal deformation capacity than in flexurecontrolled RC-infilled specimens. The effect of the connection on the stiffness of this latter type of
elements shown in Table 2.1 confirms point 3 above, but that in Table 2.2 for shear-controlled ones
suggest a reduction in effective stiffness.
It is pointed out in closing that the very low aspect ratio of most specimens reviewed above is
not typical of the multi-storey, slender walls used in practice. Although flexure was important in
some of the squat specimens in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, this was not the norm. Recall that the behaviour
9

and failure mode even of monolithic squat walls is normally dominated by shear, contrary to the
stated objectives of modern seismic design and retrofitting practice. Hence, the ductility, ultimate
deformation and energy dissipation capacity of most RC-infilled frame specimens tested in the past
were inherently low. Another common feature of all past tests is the rather small thickness of the
RC infill compared to the width of frame members. This further penalizes the shear resistance of the
composite wall and the web-frame connection. Another drawback of past investigations is that they
did not propose or even follow a quantitative procedure for the design of the connection between
the RC-infilling and the surrounding frame members: that detail was empirically selected, almost
non-engineered. Last, but not least, they have not led to, or supported, procedures for the
quantification of the engineering properties of the RC-infilled frame which are essential for its
analysis and design in the context of modern performance-based (and most often displacementbased) seismic design:
•

the effective stiffness,

•

the moment and shear resistances,

•

the deformation at yielding, and

•

the cyclic deformation capacity.
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Table 2.1 Comparison of strength and deformation capacity of RC-infilled frame specimens (and
monolithic companions) to predictions for monolithic walls, in tests with flexure important
Reference

1 Higashi et al, 1984
2 Ohki & Bessho, 1980
3 Altin et al, 1992
4 Altin et al, 1992
5 Altin et al, 1992
Average:
Median:
Coefficient of Variation (%) :
1 Erdem et al, 2004
2 Higashi et al, 1984
3 Ohki & Bessho, 1980
4 Canbay et al, 2003
5 Altin et al, 2008
6 Turk et al, 2003
7 Turk et al, 2003
8 Altin et al, 1992
9 Altin et al, 1992
10 Altin et al, 1992
11 Altin et al, 1992
12 Altin et al, 1992
13 Altin et al, 1992
14 Altin et al, 1992
15 Altin et al, 1992
16 Altin et al, 1992
17 Altin et al, 1992
18 Altin et al, 2008
19 Altin et al, 2008
20 Altin et al, 2008
21 Aoyama et al, 1984
22 Aoyama et al, 1984
23 Sonuvar et al, 2004
24 Sonuvar et al, 2004
25 Turk et al, 2003
26 Turk et al, 2003
27 Turk et al, 2003
Average :
Median :
Coefficient of Variation (%):

Test

failure mode My,exp/
My,pred
Monolithic specimens
79-no.8
0.36
Flexure
no. 4
1.08
1
1.12
flexure/
2
1.18
sliding shear
12
1.10
0.97
1.10
35.3
RC-infilled frame specimens
S1
1.06
79-no.2
0.39
flexure
no. 3
0.78
infill
0.93
4
0.45
A2
flexure/shear 0.71
A4
0.84
3
0.92
4
0.86
5
0.84
6
1.01
7
0.90
8
0.96
9
0.87
10
1.10
11
1.08
13
1.09
flexure/
sliding shear 0.44
3
5
0.55
6
0.87
C2005
0.87
M2005
0.80
B4
0.82
B8
0.80
A10
0.99
A6
0.84
A8
0.56
0.83
0.86
23.9
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Kef,exp/ Vu,exp/ Vu,exp/ θu,exp/
Kef,,pred VRt,pred VRc,pred θu,,pred
0.18 0.49 0.26
0.97 0.89 1.10
0.52 0.44
0.69 0.61
1.38 1.02 0.83
0.84 0.72 0.65
0.97 0.69 0.61
72.6 32.2 51.2
1.52
0.19
0.70
1.54
0.72
1.62
1.38
1.47
1.46
1.44
1.39
1.39
1.41
1.41
1.02
0.72
0.71
0.82
0.71
1.35
1.32
3.71
3.12
1.40
1.35
1.39
54.7

0.40
0.53
0.64
0.37
0.53
0.84
0.90
0.42
0.33
0.38
1.03
0.69
0.88
0.65
0.88
1.07
0.78
0.33
0.51
0.66
0.86
0.74
0.30
0.30
0.62
0.51
0.35
0.61
0.62
38.3

0.50
0.28
0.80
0.35
0.58
0.43
0.47
0.61
0.89
0.70
0.79
0.72
0.84
0.92
0.71
0.34
0.52
0.74
0.84
0.54
0.28
0.22
0.65
0.55
0.40
0.59
0.58
35.2

1.26
1.35
0.74
1.12
1.26
29.4
1.40
1.30
1.03
0.58
0.60
0.42
0.95
0.76
0.64
0.63
0.66
0.73
0.89
0.39
0.40
0.38
0.82
1.95
1.17
0.64
0.39
0.36
0.60
0.77
0.64
51

Table 2.2 Comparison of strength and deformation capacity of RC-infilled frame specimens (and
monolithic companions) to predictions for monolithic walls, in tests with shear predominant
Reference

1 Aoyama et al, 1984
2 Aoyama et al, 1984
3 Aoyama et al, 1984
4 Hayashi et al, 1980
5 Higashi et al. 1980
6 Sugano & Fujimura, 1980
7 Sugano & Fujimura, 1980
8 Kahn & Hanson, 1979
Average :
Median :
Coefficient of Variation (%) :
1 Anil & Altin, 2007
2 Anil & Altin, 2007
3 Aoyama et al, 1984
4 Aoyama et al, 1984
5 Higashi et al, 1980
6 Sugano & Fujimura, 1980
7 Sugano & Fujimura, 1980
8 Sugano & Fujimura, 1980
9 Kahn & Hanson, 1979
10 Pulido et al, 2004
11 Aoyama et al, 1984
12 Aoyama et al, 1984
13 Hayashi et al, 1980
14 Hayashi et al, 1980
15 Hayashi et al, 1980
16 Hayashi et al, 1980
17 Kanata et al, 2005
18 Kanata et al, 2005
19 Kanata et al, 2005
20 Altin et al, 2008
21 Kara & Altin, 2006
Average :
Median :
Coefficient of Variation (%) :

test

failure mode My,exp/
My,pred
Monolithic specimens
P2005
1.05
P2015
0.99
P4015
0.93
W-2 shear
0.99
no13-FW
0.69
W-80S
1.16
W-40S
0.84
SP1 sliding shear 0.67
0.91
0.96
19
RC-infilled frame specimens
2
0.94
3
0.65
CH2015
0.73
CH2018
0.63
shear
no.2-PW
0.48
W-40W
0.94
W-CO
1.00
W-HA
1.08
SP2 column shear 0.49
B2RW
0.58
C2015
0.63
C4015
0.71
W-3
0.57
W-4
0.64
sliding shear
W-5
0.60
W-6
0.71
S30
0.58
S31
0.45
S33
0.53
2
0.81
shear, web
crushing
2
0.66
0.69
0.64
25.6
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Kef,exp/ Vu,exp/ Vu,exp/ θu,exp/
Kef,,pred VRt,pred VRc,pred θu,,pred
0.52
1.63
0.45
1.28
0.68
0.40
0.83
0.60
61.5

0.98
1.65
1.55
0.84
1.12
1.65
1.24
1.10
1.27
1.18
24.8

0.73
1.37
1.18
1.41
0.84
1.11
1.39
0.58
1.08
1.14
29.8

0.49
1.35
0.85
0.81
0.40
1.29
0.87
0.83
45.4

0.78
0.38
0.42
0.38
1.14
0.97
1.05
0.28
0.24
0.42
1.40
1.31
0.42
1.17
0.58
0.32
0.53
0.90
0.63
0.70
0.58
53.5

1.22
0.84
1.19
1.05
0.79
1.33
1.43
1.52
0.95
0.85
1.12
1.21
0.47
0.53
0.50
0.59
1.05
0.82
0.90
0.61
0.52
0.93
0.90
34.4

0.97
0.66
1.06
0.86
0.64
0.90
1.01
1.02
0.58
0.34
1.18
1.00
0.67
0.77
0.67
0.78
0.76
0.58
0.61
0.63
0.59
0.78
0.76
27.1

0.70
0.71
0.82
0.88
0.81
0.97
0.81
1.05
1.77
1.41
0.72
0.81
0.76
0.54
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.52
0.73
0.86
0.77
33.9

3

Connection of the new “web” to the existing frame members for integral behaviour of
the wall

Fig. 3.1 Connection options for the wall web to the surrounding frame members: (a) single row of
dowels all-along the interface, plus starter bars anchored into surrounding frame members, to be
lap-spliced with same diameter horizontal and vertical bars of the new web; (b) only dowels, in
single row all-along the interface, doubling as starter bars lap-spliced to pair of smaller diameter
web bars over their lap length.

3.1

The connection options

If the goal is to consider the composite wall in the analysis and the verification as a monolithic
member, each bar in the two curtains of two-way reinforcement of the new web terminating at its
interface with an existing frame member should be fully anchored into that member, past the
interface. The “orthodox” means to this end is to embed same-diameter starter bars into the frame
member and lap-splice them with the web bars on a one-to-one basis. Each starter bar should be
epoxy-grouted in the existing frame member for the length needed to anchor the full yield force of
the web bar it lap-splices. Dowels should also cross the interface to transfer the shear force. A
single row of larger diameter dowels, epoxy-grouted at (about) mid-width of the interface and allalong the perimeter of the new web would suffice. This solution, depicted in Fig. 3.1(a), meets the
letter and the spirit of codes, provided that the dowels and the lap splices are dimensioned
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accordingly. However, it is very labour-intensive and costly, owing to the very large number of bars
to be epoxy-grouted into the surrounding frame members.
An “indirect” connection, depicted in Fig. 3.1(b), is proposed here as alternative: the smalldiameter starter bars are omitted and the dowels play that role instead. To this end, each dowel
should extend into the web by at least the lap length of the web bar it is presumed to anchor into the
frame member and be dimensioned for simultaneous tension and (dowel) shear. To fulfil the letter
of the code, the clear distance between the dowel and the web bar it splices may not be over the
maximum the code allows for lap-spliced bars (usually 4db or 50mm). If it exceeds that maximum,
Eurocode 2 requires increasing the lap length by the excess distance (consistent with a 45o-stressfield between the spliced bars). Let's denote by lo,d this increased lap length, equal to the
embedment length of the dowel into the new web. If the dowels are arranged in a single row at
(about) mid-width of the interface, the clear distance to the nearest web bar is minimised, if one
dowel is placed in-between two web bars on opposite faces of the wall and lap-splices both of them.
This gives as many dowels along each side of the frame panel as the web bars in each curtain;
however, their number may not be sufficient to transfer the web shear force, unless the dowel
diameter increases considerably. It may be more practical to have twice as many dowels as the web
bars in each curtain, i.e., at half their on-centre distance in the curtain and at quarter-points along
the wall surface between two such bars, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The number ratio of dowels to spliced
web bars is then 1:1, but their clear distance increases substantially over the code maximum. These
dowels should be epoxy-grouted in the existing frame member for the minimum embedment length
of a dowel (typically taken 8-times the dowel diameter dd), or the length needed to anchor the full
yield force of the web bar(s) the dowel lap-splices – whichever is largest.
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3.2

Design shear for dimensioning the dowels

To estimate the design shear for the dowels around the new web, we should establish what happens
first:
1. a plastic hinge at - or near - the base of the wall, or
2. attainment of the maximum uplift resistance of the wall footing from the ground, alongside
plastic hinging at the ends of any tie-beams framing into the footing in the strong direction of
the new wall.

To establish if no. 1 happens, the section controlling the moment resistance of the wall is first
identified. For the connection in Fig. 3.1(a), and presuming that the embedment length of the
dowels into the new web is the minimum required for their dowel action, the base section may be
taken as controlling; its moment resistance, MRwo, is computed from plane-section analysis
accounting for the full contribution of all vertical web bars anchored into the footing through the
starter bars they are lap-spliced to, as well as that of the vertical bars of the two existing columns at
the two ends of the new wall. In the connection option of Fig. 3.1(b), the wall section at the tip of
the long dowels will be controlling; as it is crossed by the same fully anchored vertical bars, it has
the same moment resistance as the wall base in the connection per Fig. 3.1(a), MRwo. The moment
resistance of the controlling section is translated into a moment at the wall base of MRwo/(1-lo,d/Lso),
where lo,d is the embedment length of the long dowels into the new web and Lso the wall “shear
span” (moment-to-shear-ratio) at its base under the seismic lateral forces; Lso is typically
approximated as Lso ~Hw/2, where Hw is the distance of the base section from the top of the wall in
the building, i.e., the full height of the wall.
For potential no. 2, presuming that two similar tie-beams frame into the opposite faces of the
footing, the maximum moment that may develop around the centre of the footing base before
“overturning” starts is:
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M 0  0.5B f N tot  2M Rtb 1  f 
 Ltb 

(3.1)

where:
- Bf is the length of the footing in the strong direction of the new wall;
- Ntot is the total vertical force transferred to the ground (: axial force at the base of the wall plus
the weight of the footing and of any soil borne by it);
- MRtb is the moment resistance of each tie-beam at the face of the footing;
- Ltb is the clear length of the tie-beam between the footings it connects.

This “overturning” moment is translated into a moment at the wall base equal to M0/(1+hf/Ls),
where hf is the vertical distance from the base of the wall to that of the footing (footing depth) and
Lso ~Hw/2 the wall “shear span” at its base. Then the maximum moment that can develop at the base
section of the wall is:
If

If

M Rwo
M0

→
lo , d
hf
1
1
Lso
Lso

max M wo 

M Rwo
l
1  o ,d
Lso

(3.2a)

M0
M Rwo
M0

→ max M wo 
l
h
h
1  o ,d 1  f
1 f
Lso
Lso
Lso

(3.2b)

where lo,d is taken equal to zero for the connection of Fig. 3.1(a), or to the length of the long dowels
in the web for that in Fig. 3.1(b). The so-established value of maxMwo is translated next into a
design shear at storey i of the new wall as:

Vd ,i 

max M wo
Ls ,i

(3.3a)

where Ls,i is the wall “shear span” (moment-to-shear-ratio) at the base of storey i under seismic
lateral loading, normally approximated as Ls,i ~Hw,i/2, where Hw,i is the distance of the base of
storey i from the top of the wall in the building (note that at the lowest storey Ls,i is the same to
what has been denoted above as Lso).
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If Eq. (3.2a) controls instead of (3.2b), a plastic hinge is likely to form near the wall base and
the design shears up the wall from Eq. (3.3) should normally be magnified for higher modes after
yielding at the base. The approach proposed in Keintzel (1990), adopted also for new buildings of
Ductility Class High (H) in Eurocode 8, gives a magnification of:

 S T   max M wo
 1  0.1  q a C 
Ls ,i
 S a T1  
2

Vd ,i

(3.3b)

where Sa(T1) and Sa(TC) are the elastic spectral accelerations at the period of the fundamental mode
in the horizontal direction along the new wall and at the corner period, TC, of the design spectrum (:
upper limit of the spectrum’s constant-acceleration range), while the behaviour factor q may be
taken equal to the ratio of the ultimate and yield chord rotations at the base of the wall: q ~ θu/θy.

3.3 Dimensioning of the dowels
According to the fib Model Code 2010, the design value of shear resistance of a bar with diameter
dd and cross-sectional area As, working only as a dowel as in the connection per Fig. 3.1(a),
increases with the slippage at the interface, s, as:

Fd ( s)  F0,max

s
smax

 1.6 As f cd f yd

s

(3.4)

smax

with its maximum value attained as a slippage smax~0.1dd to 0.2dd. If each dowel doubles as a starter
bar for n web bars with diameter dbw (n = 1 or 2 have been discussed above), it develops a tensile
stress of σs=nfyd(dbw/dd)2 to anchor their design yield force in the frame member. According to the
fib Model Code 2010 its maximum shear resistance to be used in Eq. (3.4) is reduced to:
Fd , max  F0, max


1  s
f
 yd

2




  F0, max 1  n 2  dbw 
d 

 d 


4

(3.5)

The slippage at the interface that accompanies nearly full development of the dowel shear resistance
is large enough to mobilize the design shear resistance of each one of the two existing column at the
edge of the new wall, VRd,c alongside the total design shear capacity of the nd dowels arranged along
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the top and bottom sides of the new web panel. The interface slip, s, necessary to resist the shear
force demand from Eqs. (3.3) may be estimated from:



Vd ,i  2VRd ,c  nd 1.6 As

f cd f yd



4


1  n 2  dbw   s
 d  s

 d   max


(3.6)

The dowels along the interface of the new web and each column should have the same density as
those placed along its top and bottom sides.

3.4 Concluding remarks
Besides the three test specimens of the next Chapter, the design approach above has been tried to
the walls added to a 7-storey and a 2-storey RC building for seismic retrofitting. Applying the
connection depicted in Fig. 3.1(b) in lieu of that in Fig. 3.1(a) allows savings of over 25% on the
total cost of the new walls ‒ including that of the concrete and the two-way reinforcement of the
new web (Fardis at al, 2012).
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4

Experimental programme

4.1

Geometry and materials of specimens

A total of three single-bay RC-infilled frame specimens were tested. Each specimen is a scale 3:4
model of the central bay of a 3-bay 4-storey frame (see Fig. 4.1(a)), infilled with RC into a wall
with thickness equal to the width of the frame members. The 3-bay frame is considered to represent,
in turn, the outer frame in a 4-storey nonductile building with four similar parallel frames at a
spacing of 6 m from each other (4.5 m in the scaled building). The central bay of each outer frame
is infilled with RC to become a RC wall as close as possible to a monolithic one.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4.1 Geometry and reinforcement of nonductile frame specimen: (a) overall dimensions of 3bay frame whose central bay is infilled with RC; (b) beam section and reinforcement, with the
contribution of the parallel slab bars in an effective slab width lumped in the top reinforcement; (c)
column section and reinforcement, including lap-splices at floor levels.
The nominal concrete strength in the frame and the web is 16 MPa. The nominal yield strengths
of its reinforcement are shown in Fig. 4.1(b) and (c), with stirrups, denoted by St1, being smooth
(plain) and B500c bars ribbed (deformed). Measured values of material strengths are given in Table
4.1.
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Table 4.2 lists the two-way reinforcement of the new webs cast in each frame panel, different in
each specimen and – in general – in each floor. The 8 mm-dia. bars at 260 mm centres used
througout specimen 3, in the three upper storeys of specimen 2 and the two upper ones of specimen
1, give the minimum steel ratio of 0.2% required in present-day seismic design codes for the web of
new walls, but violate the maximum bar spacing they specify. Table 4.2 lists also the dowels used
for the connection of the web to the surrounding frame members.

Table 4.1 Material strengths (MPa)
wall specimen 1
frame
fc
fy

27.9

wall specimen 2

new web dowels

frame

new
web

24.4

26.2

27.7

dowels

wall specimen 3
frame

new web

25.6

23.6

dowels

∅6†: 283 ∅ 8: 545 ∅14: 551 ∅6†: 283 ∅8: 552 ∅14: 551 ∅6†: 283 ∅8: 571 ∅12: 533
∅12: 542 ∅10: 504 ∅16: 540 ∅12: 542
∅16: 567 ∅12: 542
∅14: 504
∅14: 551

∅14: 557

∅14: 507

∅16: 523

∅16: 523

∅16: 523

∅16: 567

† smooth (plain) bars
Table 4.2 Web reinforcement and dowels for the connection to the surrounding frame
(dimensions: mm)
wall specimen 1

wall specimen 2

wall specimen 3

two-way web
reinforcement
(each face)

dowels
(single
row)

two-way web dowels two-way web dowels
reinforcement (single reinforcement (single
(each face)
row)
(each face)
row)

storey 4

∅8/260

∅14/130

∅8/260

∅16/580

∅8/260

∅16/580

storey 3

∅8/260

∅16/130

∅8/260

∅16/580

∅8/260

∅16/580

storey 2

∅8/170

∅16/ 85

∅8/260

∅16/130

∅8/260

∅12/130

storey 1

∅10/185

∅16/92.5

∅8/170

∅16/ 85

∅8/260

∅14/130

A schematic layout of the two-way reinforcement of the new web and of the application of the
connection of the new web to the surrounding frame members is shown in Fig. 4.2. In specimen 1
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the two connection types in Fig. 3.1 are compared, as they are implemented along two opposide
sides of each frame panel:
•

the long starter bars and the short dowels per Fig. 3.1(a) along the top and a lateral side of each
panel, and

•

the long dowels alone per Fig. 3.1(b) along the two other sides.

All bars listed in Table 4.2 are ribbed (deformed), of B500c steel with measured yield strengths in
Table 4.1.

Fig. 4.2 Schematic layout of the two-way reinforcement of the new web and of the application of
the connection in Fig. 3.1(a) along the top and left sides of each panel and of that in Fig. 3.1(b)
along the bottom and right ones.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.3 Specimen no. 1: (a) frame with long starter bars and short dowels per Fig. 3.1(a) along the
top and one lateral side of each panel and with long dowels per Fig. 3.1(b) along the other two; (b)
two-way reinforcement of new web in place; (c) specimen in testing position with actuators and
sensors attached

All three specimens were pseudodynamically tested under a 15 s-long uni-directional seismic
motion parallel to the 3-bay frame and the strong direction of the wall. The motion is the Trans
component of the 1979 Herzegnovi record, modulated to conform to the smooth 5%-damped elastic
pseudo-acceleration spectrum used for the design of the retrofitting. That spectrum is the Type 1
spectrum recommended in Eurocode 8 for firm soil (Type C):
•

it starts from the peak ground acceleration (PGA) value of 0.25g at T = 0 s,

•

rises then linearly to a value of 2.5×PGA at T = 0.2 s,

•

stays constant at 2.5×PGA for T = 0.2 to 0.6 s,

•

falls off thereafter as 1/T until T = 2.0 s and with 1/T2 for T > 2.0 s.

A factor of √0.75 = 0.866 is applied to the time-axis of the record to account for the specimen scale.
The pseudodynamic tests aim to simulate the seismic response of the full retrofitted building,
including the two unretrofitted inner 3-bay frames. In the scaled building each floor has a mass of
2×43375 kg. As only one wall of the building is physically tested, the simulation includes the nontested part of the one-half of the building which is tributary to that wall – corresponding to 45 m2 of
floor area in the scaled building or 80 m2 in the prototype. This non-tested part is numerically
simulated as an elastic substructure (hybrid test). The substructure includes one interior frame and
the two outer columns and beams of the exterior frame to which the wall being tested belongs. Its
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4×4 elastic stiffness matrix relates the floor forces applied on the wall to the floor displacements. It
is established from (one-half of) the differences in the total column shears below and above a floor
and the (differences in) floor displacements, as obtained from an elastic analysis of the full scaled
building under lateral floor forces with inverted triangular distribution. This analysis considers the
floors as rigid diaphragms and uses as member elastic rigidities the values of (effective) secant-toyield-point stiffness computed according to (CEN, 2005) and (Biskinis and Fardis, 2010b).
For technical reasons only two out of the four degrees of freedom (DoFs) were considered in
the pseudodynamic tests: the horizontal displacements of the 2nd and 4th floors. The other two DoFs
were statically condensed. One-half of the tributary mass of 43375 kg of each one of the 1st and 3rd
floors was lumped to the nearest DoF.
The same axial force is applied to all four storeys, equal to the value of 465 kN computed at the
base of each wall from the analysis of the scaled building for gravity loads; it is maintained almost
constant during each test.

4.2

Experimental behaviour

4.2.1 Wall specimen no. 1
This specimen was subjected first to two quasi-static load cycles. Lateral forces with an inverted
triangular distribution were applied to all four floor levels, until the specimen reached a
displacement ductility of 2.5 (Fig. 4.4). Two major flexural cracks opened: one at the base section
and another across the ends of the long dowels connecting the web to the footing (Fig. 4.5 (a)). In
addition, the edge regions where the outermost bars of the frame columns were lap-spliced to starter
bars from the footing were heavily damaged (Fig. 4.5 (a)-(c)).
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Fig. 4.4 Force-displacement response of wall specimen no. 1 under cyclic loading

The damage was repaired before the pseudo-dynamic test: the two major flexural cracks by
epoxy-injection; the lap-splice region at each edge through replacement of all spalled or loose
concrete with epoxy mortar, chamfering the corners to a height of 500 mm from the base and
application of two plies of Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) over that height (Fig. 4.5 (d)).
Each end of these open CFRP jackets extended 100 mm past the inner corner of the corresponding
frame column and was bonded with epoxy to the surface of the new web. The U-shaped CFRP
jackets were found very effective in preventing or minimising the apparent damage of the two edge
regions at the wall base during the subsequent pseudo-dynamic test to the 0.25g motion. Therefore,
specimens 1 and 2 had similar jackets applied to these regions from the outset. This type of jacket is
strongly recommended for practice, wherever the base of the existing frame columns is not
incorporated into the thickness of the new wall and has poor detailing (short lappings at floor level;
stirrups which are sparse and/or not well anchored into the core concrete, as, e.g., by 135o-hooks,
etc.).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.5 Damage to specimen 1 after quasi-static cyclic test: (a) flexural crack across the ends of the
long dowels and splitting crack along the lap-splice at the left edge; (b) damaged lap-splice region
at one edge of the wall; (c) lap-spliced bars without the spalled or loose cover; (d) CFRP jacket
around wall edge.

During the pseudo-dynamic test all repaired cracks re-opened, but the one at the base became
dominant. At the time when the drift ratio at the top of the wall was 1.0 % (Fig. 4.6), the base
section reached its ultimate deformation in flexure (conventionally identified with a drop in the
moment resistance of that section by 20% compared to its peak prior value). At that point, the
ultimate chord rotation of the shear span of the base section (: moment-to-shear ratio, measured
during the test as 6.75 m on average) was 1.04 mrad and the crack at the base had opened to 2.5
mm; the peak crack width at the base of the 2nd storey was 1 mm.
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Fig. 4.6 Hybrid test of wall specimen no. 1: base moment – top drift ratio response
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Slippage reached 0.5 mm along the base section, but did not exceed 0.1 to 0.2 mm along the
other horizontal or vertical interfaces at the 1st or 2nd storey, except at mid-length of a vertical one at
the 2nd storey where values as high as 0.8 mm were measured (Fig. 4.7). Similar or even higher
slippage was locally measured at horizontal or vertical interfaces in the 3rd and 4th storeys, but not
all-along them. In these upper storeys measured slippage was larger along the horizontal interfaces
where the connection followed Fig. 3.1(b) than along the opposite side where the detail of Fig.
3.1(a) was used. By contrast, the difference between opposite vertical interfaces was not systematic.
Large slippage values were sporadic and unsystematic, but also essentially one-sided, as they did
not reverse to a significant value. Taking all these observations into account, it was concluded that
large interface slippage was not an important feature of the behaviour, even where the connection
detail in Fig. 3.1(b) was applied. Therefore, this detail was exclusively used along all four sides of
each storey panel in specimens 2 and 3, as much simpler.
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Fig. 4.7 Slippage measured along north side column-web interface, at 1st (left) and 2nd storey (right)

Despite having reached its ultimate condition, the specimen was able to sustain with little
further strength degradation another quasi-static test with six cycles of lateral forces with inverted
triangular distribution and applied to all four floor levels. The same cracks re-opened, despite been
epoxy-grouted, but the major one at the base essentially monopolised the concentration of
deformations, with crack width exceeding 7 mm at one edge and 4 mm at the other, while the top
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drift had reached 1.2% (Fig. 4.8). Interface slippage at the base reached 3 mm, but was modest at all
other interfaces.
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Fig. 4.8 Wall specimen no. 1: base shear-top displacement response in cyclic test to failure
4.2.2 Wall specimen no. 2
The second specimen was pseudo-dynamically tested virgin and with the U-shaped CFRP jacket
applied from the outset around its two edges to a height of 500 mm from the base. Cracking in the
1st storey started at essentially the same locations as in specimen 1, but was followed by damage of
the – unretrofitted – lap-splice regions at the base of the 2nd storey (Fig. 4.9 (a)), which
instantaneously propagated downwards into the 1st storey beam and horizontally along almost the
full length of the beam between the columns (Fig. 4.9 (a)). From then on, all flexural deformations
of the wall concentrated in a horizontal cracking zone at about mid-depth of the 1st storey beam
(Fig. 4.10). Crack width reached there 7 mm near one end of the beam and 5 mm close to the other
and slippage exceeded 6 mm. By contrast, at the base section the crack width was not more than 0.9
mm, the peak slippage was about 0.2 mm and the dowel strains were well below yielding. When the
top drift ratio reached 1.25%, the chord rotation of the shear span at the mean horizontal level of
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that beam (: moment-to-shear ratio, measured during the test to be 5 m on average) reached an
ultimate value of 14 mrad, in the sense that the moment resistance of that section dropped by 20%
compared to its peak value ever. Apart from the failure zone at the 1st storey beam and the adjacent
region at the vertical interface of the 2nd storey column, over which slippage of 2 mm was
measured, interface slippage did not exceed 0.2 to 0.3 mm anywhere in the specimen despite the use
of the connection detail in Fig. 3.1(b) throughout.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.9 Damage to specimen 2 during pseudo-dynamic test: (a) damaged lap-splice region at the
base of the 2nd storey extending into horizontal flexural damage along the 1st storey beam; (b) closeup of flexural damage in the 1st storey beam.
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Fig. 4.10 Loops of bending moment vs rotation with respect to the base in pseudo-dynamic test
of specimen no. 2
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4.2.3 Walll specimen no.
This wall has less web
w reinforccement thann specimen 2 and muuch less thaan specimen
n 1, but itss
behaviour in the pseuudo-dynamiic test was very similaar to that off specimen 1: two majjor flexurall
cracks opeened early on,
o one at the base seection and another acrross the endds of the lo
ong dowelss
connectingg the web too the footinng. The cracck at the base soon beccame dominnant (Fig. 4.11).
4
Whenn
the drift raatio at the top
t of the wall reacheed 1.2%, th
he base secttion reacheed its ultimaate flexurall
deformatioon (i.e., its moment
m
resistance hadd dropped by
y 20% com
mpared to itss peak previious value)..
The ultimaate chord rotation of thee shear spann of the basse section (: moment-too-shear ratio
o, measuredd
during the test aroundd 6.75 m onn average) was
w 9.2 mraad. The peaak crack widdth at the base
b
was 122
mm at onee end and 9 mm at the other,
o
but att the other interfaces
i
itt was normaally below 0.1
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Fig. 4.12 Loops of bending moment vs rotation with respect to the base in pseudo-dynamic test of
specimen no. 3

4.3 Comparison of the response and the behaviour of the three specimens
The behaviour and the response of all three specimens was governed by flexure. Their webs were
not distressed by shear. The interfaces of the web with the surrounding frame members experienced
only minor opening and sliding displacements that did not affect the global response and behaviour.
Such displacements were significant only at those horizontal interfaces where the governing crack
formed and the final failure took place, a feature common in all flexure-controlled monolithic walls
and not particular to the present composite ones. All specimens remained uncracked in the two
upper storeys, apart from hairline separation at the interfaces. Fig. 4.13 compares the cracking and
damage patterns of the three specimens.
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Fig. 4.13 Major cracks and damage in specimens 1 to 3 (from left to right)
Although specimen no. 2 had web reinforcement intermediate between those of the two other
specimens, it had radically different behaviour and failure mode. Practically all flexural
deformations and the final failure of specimen no. 2 took place within a zone coinciding with its 1st
storey beam. By contrast, in the two other specimens that zone was damage-free: flexural
deformations, damage and final failure took place in the close vicinity of their bases, notably at the
connection to the footing and around the level where the long dowels connecting it to the web
terminated. This difference is elaborated in the following paragraphs.
Across the depth of a frame beam the distributed vertical reinforcement between the tension
and compression chords of the wall comprises just the legs of the beam stirrups. By contrast, the
much stronger and heavier dowels play that role at and beyond the interface of a beam with the web
above and below; at horizontal sections of the web outside the length of the dowels, the vertical
reinforcement distributed between the tension and compression chords consists of the web bars –
also with higher yield stress and cross-sectional area than the beam stirrups in all three specimens.
Owing to its light distributed reinforcement, a horizontal section of the wall in the zone defined by
its 1st storey beam yields in bending almost right after it cracks, reaching soon its ultimate moment
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resistance. By contrast, the heavier distributed vertical reinforcement of all horizontal wall sections
above and below the beam have much larger margin between cracking and yielding and strainhardening after yielding. So, even though, owing to its larger response moment, the base region of
the wall may crack first and its tension chord may yield earlier in the response than a section
through the 1st storey beam, once the tension chord in the latter section yields (right) after it cracks,
the beam stirrups – having lower yield stress – yield too, almost all-along the beam. So, further
flexural deformations will take place at the level of the 1st storey beam and ultimate conditions are
reached there, in lieu of the base region.
The deformation measurements and the moments computed at various levels of the wall from
the measured storey forces show that, in specimens no. 1 and 3, the zone of the wall within the
depth of the 1st storey beam was still uncracked when the wall yielded in the vicinity of the base and
stayed uncracked throughout the test. The horizontal interfaces of that beam with the web above and
below, although much stronger than a horizontal section through the beam, apparently did not
transfer to the zone between them a moment above the cracking moment (estimated around 1100
kNm in the test of specimen no. 1 and around 1050 kNm in that of specimen no. 2); the tensile
forces in the bars and dowels of the web anchored in the beam past these horizontal interfaces
apparently did not make up for the lack of concrete tensile strength across the interface. So,
inelasticity was contained in the base region of these two specimens. By contrast, at about the
instant the base region of specimen no 2 started to yield, the zone of the wall defined by its 1st
storey beam cracked in flexure, yielded immediately and experienced a major excursion into strainhardening. From then on, it kept accumulating inelastic deformations and acting as a fuse for the
base region, which did not develop flexural moments or rotations any higher than those at the
instant the 1st storey beam zone cracked. Note, though, that the flexural failure of the 1st storey
beam region in lieu of the base did not impair the overall deformation capacity of specimen 2: a
comparison with the test results of specimens no. 1 and 3 shows that, had failure not occurred where
it did, it would had taken place anyway at the base, at a lower top drift but with higher lateral forces
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compared to specimen no. 2. We arrive to the same conclusion if we compare the ultimate chord
rotation of 9.7 mrad predicted for the shear span of the base section to the chord rotation of 11.5
mrad at which the moment resistance of the base dropped by 20% compared to its peak value
during the test (see Table 6.1). This 11.5 mrad value is artificially inflated by including the large
flexural deformations around the 1st storey beam; had they not taken place there, the base region
would had reached its own ultimate chord rotation and failed instead.
The failure mode observed in specimen 2 cannot be precluded in a real structure merely by the
continuation of the frame beams into adjacent spans: specimen no. 2 shows that the cracking zone at
about a beam's mid-depth may be diverted vertically around the joints and into to the end regions of
the frame columns above or below, instead of continuing straight into the adjacent spans. So, if the
tensile capacity of the beam stirrups per unit cross-sectional area of the wall are less than that of the
vertical bars of the new web, or – even worse – less than the tensile strength of the frame concrete,
then, either the dowels connecting the beam to the webs above and below should be made
continuous through the full depth of the beam, or the separate dowels driven from the beam top or
soffit – to avoid drilling continuous vertical holes which stay clear of top and bottom beam bars –
should overlap sufficiently across the beam.
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5

Modelling of the specimens

5.1

Properties of tested specimens compared to monolithic walls

The objective of this work is to promote and investigate techniques for the conversion of RC frame
bays into earthquake-resistant RC walls, not thicker than the frame members, having flexuredominated behaviour and properties as close as possible to a monolithic wall. Although RC frames
converted into RC walls for seismic rehabilitation have been the subject of numerous experimental
investigations in the past, almost all specimens tested before were susceptible to shear failure, as
their aspect ratio and web thickness were small. Besides, past tests were not complemented with a
design procedure for the connection of the new web to the surrounding frame members, nor any
attempt to quantify the relevant properties of the wall, notably its stiffness, force resistance and
deformation capacity. Both these aspects are essential for the practical application of the technique
in an engineered way.
As far as the connection is concerned, the slippage values measured and the overall results of
the present tests show that dowels designed in the simplest of the ways proposed here can transfer
the shear and the tensile capacity of the web bars to the surrounding frame members at the same
time, without the distress typical of the vertical reinforcement crossing a critical flexural-cumsliding shear crack in a monolithic wall. The present section addresses the question of the apparent
stiffness, moment resistance and deformation capacity of the three composite walls tested and how
they relate to those of similar monolithic walls.
Table 5.1 gives, in columns (3) to (5) and (12), the values of the following properties of the
three wall specimens inferred from the test results:


the moment at apparent yielding, Μy,exp;



the corresponding chord rotation, θy,exp;



the secant-to-yield-point (effective) stiffness of the shear span, obtained as EIef,exp=
Μy,expLs/3θy,exp; and
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the ultimate chord rotation, θu,exp, i.e., the chord rotation at which the moment resistance of the
base section of the shear span drops by at least 20% relative to the peak value attained at a
smaller deformation during the test.

These values are given:


at the base of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd storeys;



at the section above the base where the long dowels terminate; and



at mid-level of the 1st storey beam (z = 2.06 m).
The values of the shear span used for the establishment of the chord rotations at these locations

have been derived from the test results, as the mean moment-to-shear ratio over the times of
displacement peaks of the response in the three tests:


Ls = 6.75 m at the base section (z = 0); the same values is used at the section above, where the
corresponding long dowels end;



Ls = 5.0 m at the base of the 2nd storey (z = 2.25 m), taken the same at mid-level of the 1st storey
beam (z = 2.06 m);



Ls = 4.5 m at the base of the 3rd storey (z = 4.5 m).
Table 5.1 lists also "theoretical" values computed as in a monolithic wall. Columns (6) to (8)

give the "theoretical" values of the yield moment, Μy,th, and moment resistance, ΜR,th, from plane
section analysis, as well as the "theoretical" chord rotation of the shear span at yielding, θy,th,o,
according to (Biskinis and Fardis, 2010b). At each storey base where these values are calculated,
the main vertical reinforcement comes from the long dowels crossing the section, which are epoxygrouted right beneath that base section and, therefore, slip very little from their anchorage region
below. So, the value of θy,th,o is computed neglecting the fixed-end-rotation term that accounts for
slippage of the longitudinal bars from their anchorage region in the footing or in the storey beam
and towards the shear span. Recall also that the main vertical reinforcement of the section at middepth of the 1st storey beam are the closed beam stirrups, which have a 90o-bend on each side of the
section and rather close to it. So, slippage of these bars has been neglected when computing the
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value of θy,th,o at that section. The contribution of the tension shift to θy,th,op has also been neglected,
as diagonal cracking of the webs during the tests was neither observed nor expected.

Table 5.1 Specimen properties derived from pseudodynamic tests versus predictions for monolithic
specimens from (Biskinis and Fardis, 2010a, 2010b)
EIef,th = θy,th,final =

EIef,exp=
Wall

Section

specimen

Μy,exp θy,exp Μy,expLs Μy,th ΜR,th θy,th,o Μy,thLs Μy,th,trueLs θu,exp θu,th
(kNm) (%)

/3θy,exp (kNm) (kNm) (%)
2

2

(MNm )
(1)

(2)
base (z = 0)

no. 1
(Μcrack,exp
= 1100
kNm)

dowel top (z = 0.51 m)

(Μcrack,exp
= 1050
kNm)

(Μcrack,exp
= 1050
kNm)
*

(11) (12)
1.05 1.04

0.42

-

1650* 2230* 0.50

630

-

-

nd

#

#

1910

2 storey base (z=2.25m) >1260 >0.11

3rd storey base (z=4.5m) >850# >0.08# 1600
1700 0.34
1700

*

1125

-

-

st

1 storey beam (z=2.06m) 1250 0.10
nd

-

#

2 storey base (z=2.25m) >1250 0.10

2080

3rd storey base (z=4.5m) >850# >0.08# 1600

dowel top (z = 0.43 m)

(10)

875

1 storey beam (z=2.06m) >1260 >0.11

base (z = 0)
no. 3

(9)

2150 3925 0.55

#

dowel top (z = 0.42 m)

(8)

925

#

1400 0.27
1400

*

1165

-

-

st

#

#

-

nd

#

#

1890

1 storey beam (z=2.06m) >1250 >0.11
2 storey base (z=2.25m) >1250 >0.11

3rd storey base (z=4.5m) >770# >0.08# 1445

950

(%)

(%)

1650 0.40
-

(7)

(%)

(MNm )

(5)

1650*

(6)

/3EIef,th

(4)

st

base (z = 0)
no. 2

(3)

/3θy,th,o

-

1.06
#

1360 0.43

530

-

>0.11 1.18

2235 4215 0.45

835

0.27

>0.11# 0.68†

1870 3020 0.41 690/5045‡
2245 4375 0.42

>0.08# 0.67†

805

0.38

*

580

-

1275 0.43

500

-

2245 4375 0.45

830

0.25

*

1500 1940 0.51
950

1880 3125 0.41 685/4850‡
1755 3005 0.51
*

*

1310 1620 0.47
950

1.15 0.97
-

1.08

0.80 1.14
0.66†

-

>0.08# 0.65†

770

0.38

545

-

0.92 1.09
-

1.16
#

1230 0.41

500

-

>0.11 1.14

1620 2640 0.41

655

0.31

>0.11# 0.70†

1350 1820 0.38 540/4920‡

>0.08# 0.71†

True theoretical moment at wall base (z = 0), computed by transferring to the base the theoretical moment from the

critical section at the level of the tops of the dowels.
#
†
‡

Wall section has stayed elastic at this value.
Prediction of ultimate chord rotation takes into account bar lap-splicing in columns at floor level.
Uncracked gross section stiffness, as the wall is predicted to stay uncracked above this level.

The most critical section in a storey is the one above its base where the long dowels stop. That
section yields before the base section and controls the apparent yield moment and moment
resistance of the storey. For this reason, the values listed (with an asterisk) in columns (6) and (7)
for the level above the base where the long dowels stop are the corresponding "theoretical"
moments at that level, transferred to the wall base section (z = 0). Note, also, that, as the effective
stiffness of the shear span in column (9) is computed from the properties Μy,th, Ls and θy,th,o of the
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base section as EIef,th = Μy,thLs/3θy,th,o, whereas the apparent "theoretical" yield moment at the base
section of the shear span is the value computed by transferring the "theoretical" yield moment from
the critical section at the level of the tops of the dowels to the base, the apparent "theoretical" chord
rotation of the shear span at yielding is corrected in the end to correspond to that latter value of
"theoretical" yield moment, Μy,th,true, through the value of EIef,th at the base, i.e., as θy,th,final =
Μy,th,trueLs/3EIef,th. In other words, as the shear span appears to yield at a moment Μy,th,true which is
less than Μy,th and the shear span is considered as elastic till then with secant-to-yielding (effective)
stiffness EIef,th, the apparent chord rotation of the shear span at yielding is also proportionally less
than θy,th,o, as given in column (10).
With the same reasoning as for θy,th,o above concerning the lack of slippage of the long dowels
from their anchorage region beneath the base section of a storey thanks to their epoxy-grouting, and
of the closed beam stirrups thanks to their 90o-bends, the values of θu,th listed in column (12) are
also computed neglecting slippage of the longitudinal bars from their anchorage region and towards
the shear span.
Pairs of experimental and "theoretical" values which should be numerically close to each other
at a given section are underlined in Table 5.1. This concerns specifically:


the pair of Μy,exp and Μy,th at the level above the base where the long dowels stop;



the pair of Μy,exp and ΜR,th at mid-level of the 1st storey beam (z = 2.06 m) in specimen 2, since
that section of specimen 2, once it cracked, went immediately past yielding and close to its
ultimate moment;



the pairs of EIef,exp and EIef,th at the base section of each storey;



the pairs of θy,exp and θy,th,final at the storey base sections, since it was indeed at those sections
that apparent yielding of the specimen was triggered; at all other levels column (4) gives the
largest experimental value of chord rotation attained there, normally less than the value of
θy,th,final listed in column (10);
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the pairs of θu,exp and θu,th at the specimen section where failure took place: at the base section (z
= 0) of specimens no. 1 and 3, or at mid-level of the 1st storey beam (z = 2.06 m) for specimen
no. 2; at all other levels column (11) lists the largest experimental chord rotation reached there,
which should be less than the value of θu,th listed in column (12).
Comparison of the experimental value in each pair to its "theoretical" counterpart suggests the

following:
1. The closest estimate to the yield moment at the base of a storey is obtained by transferring to the
storey base section the yield moment from plane section analysis, Μy,th, at the level above the
storey base where the long dowels stop.
2. The closest estimate to the effective stiffness of the lowest storey until its base region yields is
the effective (secant-to-yield-point) stiffness of the shear span at the base, computed from the
theoretical values of Μy, Ls and θy at the base section as EIef = ΜyLs/3θy. In this calculation any
starter bars crossing that section should count as vertical reinforcement of the web - distributed
between the tension and compression chords. If they are epoxy-grouted right beneath that base
section, they may be taken not to slip from their anchorage region below; i.e., the value of θy per
(Biskinis and Fardis, 2010b) should be taken without the fixed-end-rotation term. Despite the
ensuing reduction in θy and the corresponding increase of EIef, the so-computed EIef value still
underestimates the experimental secant-to-yield-point stiffness of the lowest storey. However, a
rigorous alternative that fits better the effective stiffness of the lowest storey is not obvious.
3. The closest estimate to the chord rotation of the shear span of the base of the wall at apparent
yielding, θy, is the value back-figured as θy = ΜyLs/3EIef from the effective stiffness of the
lowest storey, EIef, computed as in 2 above, and the yield moment of the wall base, Μy,
estimated per 1 above.
4. If applied above the lowest storey, the approach in 2 above underestimates their effective
stiffness even further. However, it does much better than the uncracked gross section stiffness in
approximating the experimental stiffness of those storeys. The lack of the concrete tensile
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resistance over the horizontal interfaces of the new web and the beams above and below
significantly reduces the effective stiffness of the storey compared to the uncracked wall, even
though the cracking moment is not exceeded.
5. The ultimate chord rotation of the shear span is approximated reasonably well by applying the
approach in (Biskinis and Fardis, 2010a), considering the actual level of detailing of the wall
and ignoring slippage of the longitudinal bars from their anchorage region and towards the shear
span. Except in the special case of 6 below, critical for the ultimate chord rotation is the storey
base section, with any starter bars crossing it counting as vertical reinforcement of the web
between the wall tension and compression chords.
6. If vertical starter bars are driven separately into a storey beam and epoxy-grouted from above
and below and their ends do not overlap sufficiently across the beam, the horizontal section of
the wall at the level of the beam has the vertical bars of the frame columns as tension and
compression reinforcement at the two edges and the legs of the beam stirrups as distributed web
reinforcement in-between. The possibility of yielding and failure of the wall at mid-level of this
beam should be considered, if the yield moment computed for that section via plane section
analysis is less than: (a) the wall cracking moment and (b) the moment that corresponds - on the
basis of the shear span value at the base - to the yield moment at the base of the wall according
to 1 above. To this end, the yield moment at the base section of the storey should be established
as the moment resistance of the horizontal section at mid-level of this beam (in lieu of the value
established per 1 above); the ultimate chord rotation at that level may be computed per point 5
above on the basis of the reinforcement of that section.

5.2

Nonlinear modelling of the specimens - Response-history analysis compared to the tests

Nonlinear dynamic simulations of the pseudodynamic tests have been carried out, using computer
program ANSRuop. Modelling is the simplest allowed in Eurocode 8, Parts 1 and 3, as follows:
1. A prismatic beam element is used for each storey of the wall specimen, connecting the nodes at
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adjacent floor levels.
2. The elastic stiffness of the various storeys are taken equal to the underlined values of the secantto-yield-point stiffness, (EI)ef, in column (9) of Table 5.1, i.e. according to point 2 of the
conclusions in Section 5.1.
3. The yield moment at the base of the wall (z = 0) is determined according to point 1 of the
conclusions in Section 5.1, i.e., as the moment at the wall base computed by transferring to the
base the theoretical yield moment from the critical section at the level of the tops of the dowels
crossing the base section (i.e., the underlined values listed at that level in column (6) of Table
5.1).
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Fig. 5.1 Computed time-histories of floor displacements vs measured ones - Specimen no. 1
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Fig. 5.2 Computed time-histories of floor displacements vs measured ones - Specimen no. 2

4. The rule in 3 above may be applied for the yield moment at the base of the other storeys.
However, in view of the weakness of the wall in the vertical space defined by each floor beam,
the yield moment at the base of those storeys is taken according to the last period in point 6 of
the conclusions in Section 5.1: equal to the moment resistance of the horizontal section at midlevel of that beam. This is the value listed at that level in column (7) of Table 5.1 (and
underlined for specimen no. 2).
5. A point hinge model is adopted for each element, with bilinear M-θ curve in primary loading.
The nonlinear dynamic analysis uses modified-Takeda-type hysteresis rules after (Otani 1974),
(Litton 1975): reloading heads straight to the extreme point ever reached on the post-elastic
primary loading branch (reloading parameter β = 0); unloading is such that the residual
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deformation on the horizontal axis is 30% of the value for unloading parallel to the initial elastic
branch (unloading parameter  = 0.7, as representative of the hysteretic energy dissipation in the
current wall specimens).
6. P-Δ effects are included.
7. Rayleigh damping is used, with 5% damping ratio at the fundamental period and at half its
value.
8. Masses are the same as in the pseudodynamic test, lumped at the 2nd and 4th floor nodes.
9. The elastic substructure which has been simulated in the pseudodynamic test in a hybrid manner
is also included in the numerical simulation, through elastic springs between the 2nd and 4th
floor nodes and between the 2nd floor node and the ground.
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Fig. 5.3 Computed time-histories of floor displacements vs measured ones - Specimen no. 3;
first (incomplete) pseudodynamic test.
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Fig. 5.4 Computed time-histories of floor displacements vs measured ones - Specimen no. 3;
second (incomplete) pseudodynamic test.

The displacement time-histories from the numerical simulations are compared to the
experimental ones in Figures 5.1 to 5.4. Agreement of the waveforms is satisfactory, validating the
conclusions listed at the end of Section 5.1 concerning the properties of the composite wall. And
this despite the apparently significant mismatch between the values of these properties listed as
theoretical ones in Table 5.1 and their experimental counterparts in Table 5.1.
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